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The standard multidetector F -statistic for continuous gravitational waves is susceptible to false alarms
from instrumental artifacts, for example monochromatic sinusoidal disturbances (“lines”). This vulnerability
to line artifacts arises because the F -statistic compares the signal hypothesis to a Gaussian-noise hypothesis,
and hence is triggered by anything that resembles the signal hypothesis more than Gaussian noise. Various
ad-hoc veto methods to deal with such line artifacts have been proposed and used in the past. Here we
develop a Bayesian framework that includes an explicit alternative hypothesis to model disturbed data. We
introduce a simple line model that defines lines as signal candidates appearing only in one detector. This
allows us to explicitly compute the odds between the signal hypothesis and an extended noise hypothesis,
resulting in a new detection statistic that is more robust to instrumental artifacts. We present and discuss
results from Monte-Carlo tests on both simulated data and on detector data from the fifth LIGO science run.
We find that the line-robust statistic retains the detection power of the standard F -statistic in Gaussian noise.
In the presence of line artifacts it is more sensitive, even compared to the popular F -statistic consistency
veto, over which it improves by as much as a factor of two in detectable signal strength.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spinning neutron stars with nonaxisymmetric deforma-
tions are expected to emit quasi-monochromatic and long-
lasting gravitational waves (GWs), commonly referred to as
continuous waves (CWs) [1–4]. One of the main search
methods for CWs was developed for ground-based detec-
tors (such as LIGO [5], Virgo [6], GEO 600 [7]) and it is the
so-called F -statistic. The F -statistic was originally derived
as a maximum-likelihood detection statistic [8,9]; it was
later shown that it can also be derived as a Bayes factor
using somewhat unphysical priors for the signal amplitude
parameters [10].
In the context of CW searches, the GW data is reason-

ably well described by an underlying Gaussian noise
distribution with additional non-Gaussian disturbances
(see, e.g., Fig. 3 in Ref. [11], Fig. 3 in Ref. [12] and
Sec. 5.8 in Ref. [13]). The F -statistic corresponds to a
binary hypothesis test between a signal hypothesis and a
Gaussian-noise hypothesis. As a consequence, it is possible
to obtain large F -statistic values due to non-Gaussian
disturbances in the data, even if they are not well matched
to the signal model. Large F -statistic values only imply
that the signal hypothesis is a better fit to the data than pure
Gaussian noise, but they do not imply a good fit.

The most problematic instrumental artifacts for any
specific analysis of GW data are typically those that
resemble the signal family it searches for, i.e., disturbances
with non-negligible projection onto the signal templates of
a search. For example, searches for short transient signals,
such as bursts (e.g., from core-collapse supernovae [14]) or
compact binary coalescences (CBCs [15]), are most
affected by “glitches” in the data, i.e., short broad-band
disturbances [16–19].
On the other hand, searches for CW signals are mainly

affected by so-called “lines,” i.e., narrow-band disturbances
that are present for a sizable fraction of the observation
time. Examples include the so-called mains lines (i.e., lines
at multiples of the 60 Hz electrical power system frequency
for LIGO, or 50 Hz for Virgo and GEO600), the resonance
frequencies of the detector suspensions (different for each
detector), and lines from digital components—see Ref. [12]
for more details and a list of known instrumental lines
identified in the data from the fifth LIGO science run (S5),
and Refs. [17,20] for line identification in Virgo data.
In this article, we apply a Bayesian model-selection

approach using an additional alternative noise hypothesis
for lines. Since the characteristics of the population of
instrumental lines affecting CW searches are not well
understood, we use a very simple line model. The model
is based on an observed distinguishing feature of many
lines, namely that they do not affect all detectors in the
same way. Hence, we define our line model as any feature
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in the data that resembles the signal template in only one
detector.
This approach can also be seen as adding a coincidence

criterion to the coherent multidetector F -statistic. Such a
method is applicable only to multidetector CW searches,
and in practice the most recent F -statistic-based searches
have all used data from multiple detectors. By employing
this approach, we obtain a new line-robust detection
statistic, generalizing the F -statistic.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we give a

short review of existing methods to deal with glitches and
lines in GW data. In Sec. III we describe signal-noise
hypotheses relevant for the detection problem at hand: the
standard Gaussian-noise hypothesis, in Sec. III A, the CW
signal hypothesis, in Sec. III B and a new simple line
hypothesis in Sec. III C. In Sec. IV we use these hypotheses
to construct two new detection statistics, a “line-veto”
statistic and a more general line-robust statistic. We
generalize the hypotheses and statistics to the case of
semi-coherent searches in Sec. V. Next we discuss the
choice of prior parameters for the line-robust statistic and
we present a simple method, albeit somewhat ad hoc, to
choose decent priors in Sec. VI. This concludes the
analytical part of the paper. In Sec. VII we assess the
performance of the new statistics through a series of
numeric tests: on fully synthetic data in Sec. VII A and
on LIGO S5 data in Sec. VII B. We summarize our findings
in Sec. VIII and give a short outlook on applications and
future generalizations of this approach. The Appendix
contains a short derivation of the expected F -statistic value
under the simple line hypothesis.

II. EXISTING METHODS TO MITIGATE
DETECTOR ARTIFACTS

The problem of non-Gaussian artifacts in the data affects
both searches for long-lived signals (e.g., the CWs which
are the topic of this paper) as well as searches for short-
lived signals. Short-lived signals are expected from the late
phase of the inspiral of binaries of compact objects such as
neutron stars and black holes as well as from catastrophic
events such as supernovae. For short-lived signal searches
the artifacts that are responsible for an increase in the false
alarm rates with respect to purely Gaussian noise manifest
themselves as loud glitches in the time-domain data. On the
other hand, for long-lived signal searches the most trouble-
some artifacts are broadly speaking those that appear in the
Fourier spectra on the typical time scales of the search.
An interesting distinction in search pipelines is the order

in which multidetector coherence and coincidence are used.
If the first step in the search is a coherent multidetector
statistic (as for the CW searches that we consider here),
then the noise-artifact-mitigation strategy may use sub-
sequent consistency checks on the statistics from the
individual detectors. If, on the other hand, the first step
was a single-detector search followed by a selection of

triggers where only coincidence in the various detectors is
required, an additional multidetector coherent statistic can
serve as an artifact-mitigation technique.
A wide range of methods have been developed in order

to deal with instrumental artifacts. In the following sub-
sections, we give a short review of such methods for CBC,
burst and CW searches.
Generally, we can distinguish between two fundamen-

tally different approaches to artifact mitigation: Bayesian
model-selection and heuristic methods. The former is based
on explicit alternative models whereas the latter consists in
constructing ad-hoc statistics to detect certain observed
deviations from the GW signal model, which in the
Bayesian picture corresponds to a test against implicit
(and often unknown) alternative hypotheses. A third
“hybrid” approach uses Bayesian inference to directly
construct empirical noise and signal likelihoods [21] using
the actual data and simulated GW signals, so-called
injections.

A. Instrumental glitches in burst and CBC searches

In searches for short-lived GW signals popular ad-hoc
glitch-veto methods are the χ2-veto [22], the null-stream
veto [23], and signal amplitude consistency vetoes [24].
These (among others) are commonly used in CBC searches
(e.g., see Refs. [25–27]) and in burst searches (e.g., see
Refs. [28–30]).
For instance, in low-mass CBC searches the first step is a

separate search in each detector. After a cut on single-
detector χ2 values, the glitch mitigation strategy consists in
applying a coincidence criterion and then constructing
on the surviving candidates a new multidetector statistic.
This folds in the single-detector statistics and χ2 values.
Significance thresholds are set based on Monte-Carlo
studies on actual data and injections.
In searches for signals for which we lack a waveform

model (i.e., generic bursts), a main multidetector statistic is
constructed that accounts appropriately for time delays and
antenna responses of the different detectors to the same
putative GW. This statistic is then augmented by other
statistics (see Ref. [28] for details) specifically designed to
further check for signal consistency across the detectors by
means of appropriate veto conditions.
Various explicit glitch models have been considered,

including Sine-Gaussians [31,32] and wavelets [33], and
Bayesian approaches have also been proposed to use these
in constructing glitch-robust searches [31,33]. Notably,
Veitch and Vecchio [34] have defined a glitch model
describing coincident single-detector candidates with
independent amplitude parameters in different detectors.
On the other hand, the signal model requires candidates to
be both coincident and coherent across all detectors. Both
hypotheses would fit a true signal equally well, but the
glitch hypothesis would be weighed down by its larger prior
volume (“Occam’s razor”). In the case of glitches, however,
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the glitch hypothesis will generally provide a much better
fit, allowing it to overcome its larger prior volume.

B. Instrumental lines in CW searches

The most commonly used approaches to deal with
instrumental lines in CW searches are all heuristic and
can be summarized as follows:
(i) Line cleaning This is a widely used approach with

many variants. It consists in effectively excluding
frequency bands from the search when they are known
or believed to be affected by instrumental lines. This
could be either as a result of previous detector
characterization work or because the frequency-domain
data was flagged as particularly disturbed (referred to
as line flagging). Among the examples of this approach
are the LIGO/Virgo searches [12,35–38].
A downside of this method is the relatively large
fraction of the total frequency band it typically vetoes.
For example, in Ref. [35] it vetoed a total of 270 Hz
out of the 1140 Hz searched, i.e., ∼24% of the data.
Furthermore, this method is either limited to known
instrumental lines or, when the line-flagging variant is
used, its efficacy is limited to strong disturbances.
Weaker disturbances can only be identified with time
baselines much longer than the ones typically used by
the line-flagging algorithms. Furthermore, the Fourier-
transform-based line-flagging algorithm is not opti-
mally suited to detect lines with nonconstant frequency.

(ii) S-veto This is a method to remove candidates from a
(frequency and spin-down dependent) region of the
sky. This region is typically around the poles, where
the corresponding signal templates are not well dis-
tinguished from typical instrumental line artifacts. This
method was initially developed in PowerFlux [37] and
subsequently adapted to F -statistic searches [39].
The fraction of the total parameter space vetoed a priori
through this approach can again be quite large, for
example about ∼30% in Ref. [39].

(iii)F -statistic consistency veto If a candidate from a
multidetector search has a single-detector F -statistic
value exceeding its multidetector F -statistic, then it is
vetoed as a likely instrumental line. This approach was
described in more detail and tested in Ref. [12] and
Refs. [13,36].

The approach proposed in the present work is not a
heuristic method as the ones described above. Instead, it
shares some similarities to the glitch-robust method pro-
posed in Ref. [34], but it differs in the following: In the
incoherent CBC pipeline, any candidate is already required
to be coincident between detectors, so the method of
Ref. [34] adds the requirement of multidetector coherence
to distinguish GW signals from glitches. In our case,
instead, we start from the coherentmultidetectorF -statistic
and add a coincidence requirement to distinguish CW
signals from (noncoincident) lines.

Currently we do not include coincident lines in the
alternative hypothesis, as we expect that this would sub-
stantially weaken the detection power of this method. More
work is required to deal with coincident lines that trigger
the same templates in multiple detectors.
However, the prevalence of coincident lines in detector

data appears to be limited. For example, the lines of known
instrumental origin identified in the LIGO S5 data from the
two detectors (see Tables VI and VII in Ref. [12]) overlap
by 1.6 Hz, corresponding to about 11% of the contaminated
bandwidth. Furthermore, in the F -statistic based analysis
[12], 0.46% of final high-significance candidates passed
the F -statistic consistency veto and therefore could be
considered as caused by coincident lines.
The approach taken here is that in a full CW search

pipeline the noncoincident line model would serve as a
cheap and simple “first line of defense” to reduce the
number of spurious candidates, while more sophisticated
steps can be applied to the surviving candidates in
later steps.

III. HYPOTHESES ABOUT THE
OBSERVED DATA

Let xXðtÞ be the time series of GW strain measured in a
detector X, where we use X; Y;… as detector indices.
Following the multidetector notation from Refs. [9,40],
using boldface indicates a multidetector vector, i.e.,
we write xðtÞ for the multidetector data vector with
components xXðtÞ.
We will consider three different hypotheses about the

observed data x and derive their posterior probabilities: the
Gaussian noise hypothesis HG, the CW signal hypothesis
HS and a simple “line” hypothesis HL.

A. The Gaussian noise hypothesis HG

The Gaussian-noise hypothesis HG states that the mea-
sured multidetector time series xðtÞ only contains stationary
Gaussian noise, which we denote as nðtÞ, i.e.,

HG∶ xðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ; (1)

with a single-sided power-spectral density (PSD) Sn that is
assumed to be known. The corresponding likelihood for
measuring the data x can therefore be written as

PðxjHGÞ ¼ κ e−1
2
hxjxi; (2)

where κ is a data-independent normalization constant, and
the scalar product is defined as

hxjyi≡X
X

1

SXn

Z
T

0

xXðtÞyXðtÞdt; (3)

assuming that the noise spectra SXn are uncorrelated
between different detectors X and constant over the
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(narrow) frequency band of interest. For simplicity of
notation we omit the sometimes customary notation of a
conditional “I” denoting all implicit and explicit model
assumptions, i.e., we write PðajbÞ as a shortcut for
Pðajb; IÞ, and PðaÞ as an abbreviation for PðajIÞ.
The posterior probability forHG given the observed data

x follows from Bayes’ theorem as

PðHGjxÞ ¼
PðHGÞ
PðxÞ κ e−1

2
hxjxi; (4)

where PðHGÞ is the prior probability for the Gaussian-
noise hypothesis. The normalization PðxÞ depends
on the full set of assumed hypotheses {Hi}, i.e.,
PðxÞ ¼ P

iPðxjHiÞPðHiÞ, but in the following we will
only consider the odds between different hypotheses,
where this term drops out.

B. The CW signal hypothesis HS

The hypothesis HS for CW signals [1,8] states that the
data x contains a CW signal h in addition to Gaussian noise
n, namely x ¼ nþ h.
The signal model h depends on a number of (generally

unknown) signal parameters. For practical reasons, we
usually distinguish between the set of four amplitude
parameters A and the remaining phase-evolution param-
eters λ, i.e., we write the CW signal family as hðt;A; λÞ.
To fully specify the signal hypothesis, we therefore need

a prior probability distribution PðA; λjHSÞ for the signal
parameters, i.e.,

HS∶ xðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ þ hðt;A; λÞ with prior PðA; λjHSÞ:
(5)

The amplitude parameters A describe the signal ampli-
tude h0, the inclination angle ι, the polarization angle ψ and
the initial phase ϕ0. As first shown in Ref. [8], a particular
parametrization Aμ ¼ Aμðh0; cos ι;ψ ;ϕ0Þ, with μ ¼ 1…4,
allows one to write the signal model in the factorized form

hðt;A; λÞ ¼ Aμhμðt; λÞ; (6)

in terms of four basis functions hμðt; λÞ and using the
automatic summation convention over repeated indices.
In order to simplify the following discussion and

notation, we follow the approach of Refs. [10,41] and
formally restrict ourselves to a single-template statistic in λ.
This is equivalent to the assumption of known phase
parameters, i.e., λ ¼ λs. This can be done without loss of
generality, as for unknown λ ∈ P this analysis would apply
for each template λi ∈ P, and one would then marginalize
over the prior parameter space P. Studying this in further
detail is outside the scope of the present work. We will
therefore assume a prior of the form

PðA; λjHSÞ ¼ PðAjHSÞδðλ − λsÞ; (7)

and drop the phase-evolution parameters λ from the
following expressions.
We can obtain the likelihood for a particular signal

hðt;AÞ by noting that, according to HS, the combination
[x − hðAÞ] is described by Gaussian noise. In fact, by
inserting the signal factorization from Eq. (6) and by
factoring out terms equivalent to the Gaussian noise
likelihood from Eq. (4), we obtain

PðxjHS;AÞ ¼ κe−1
2
hx−hðAÞjx−hðAÞi

¼ κe−1
2
hxjxiehxjAμhμi−1

2
hAμhμjAνhνi

¼ PðxjHGÞ exp
�
Aμxμ − 1

2
AμMμνAν

�
; (8)

where we introduced the four projections xμ of the data and
the (symmetric positive-definite) matrix Mμν as

xμ ≡ hxjhμi and Mμν ≡ hhμjhνi: (9)

Themarginal likelihood PðxjHSÞ (sometimes referred to
as “evidence”) for the signal hypothesis from Eq. (5) can be
obtained by marginalizing over the unknown amplitudesA,
namely

PðxjHSÞ ¼
Z

PðxjHS;AÞPðAjHSÞdA: (10)

This integral can be solved analytically for certain choices
of amplitude priors PðAjHSÞ. In particular, as discussed in
Refs. [10,41], for the (somewhat unphysical) prior that is
uniform in Aμ, we can recover the standard F -statistic,
namely, assuming

PðfAμgjHSÞ ¼
�
C for h40ðAÞ < 70c�ffiffiffiffiffiffi

jMj
p :

0 otherwise;
(11)

where jMj is the determinant of Mμν and c� is an ad-hoc

cutoff1 used to normalize the prior, namely, C ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jMj

p
ð2πÞ2 c−1� .

Using this prior and taking the integration boundary
to infinity, c� → ∞, we obtain the (marginal) signal
likelihood, from Eq. (10), in the form

PðxjHSÞ ¼ PðxjHGÞc−1� eF ðxÞ; (12)

where we define the (coherent) multidetector F -statistic as

2F ðxÞ≡ xμMμνxν; (13)

and Mμν denotes the inverse matrix to Mμν, i.e.,
MμαMαν ¼ δνμ. We obtain the posterior probability for
the signal hypothesis as

1This translates to the notation of Ref. [41] via c� ¼ bρ4max
70
.
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PðHSjxÞ ¼ oSGc−1� PðHGjxÞeF ðxÞ; (14)

where oSG ≡ PðHSÞ=PðHGÞ denotes the prior odds
between the signal- and Gaussian-noise hypotheses.
The posterior odds between signal hypothesis HS and

Gaussian-noise hypothesis HG are therefore equivalent to
the standard multidetectorF -statistic2, as we see by writing

OSGðxÞ≡ PðHSjxÞ
PðHGjxÞ

¼ oSGc−1� eF ðxÞ: (15)

Note that the corresponding (marginal) likelihood ratio

BSGðxÞ≡ PðxjHSÞ
PðxjHGÞ

¼ c−1� eF ðxÞ; (16)

is generally known as the Bayes factor, and is closely
related to the odds via OSGðxÞ ¼ oSGBSGðxÞ.
While this statistic is close to optimal for detecting

signals in pure Gaussian noise [10], it is vulnerable to
various signal-like instrumental artifacts in the data. As
discussed in Sec. I, we see from Eqs. (15) and (16) that
detector artifacts can trigger OSGðxÞ or BSGðxÞ, provided
they resembleHS more thanHG even if the agreement with
HS is poor. In order to deal with this problem, we need
to introduce an alternative hypothesis, which describes
instrumental lines better than HS.

C. Simple line hypothesis: A CW-like disturbance
in a single detector

Here we introduce a simple line hypothesis designed to
match one prominent feature of many instrumental lines,
distinguishing them from CW signals: the fact that they
appear only in one detector. Inspired by this, we reuse the
signal hypothesis from Eq. (5) in order to define a line in
detector X:

HX
L∶ xXðtÞ ¼ nXðtÞ þ hXðt;AXÞ with prior PðAXjHX

LÞ:
(17)

We would expect lines to have a different amplitude
distribution than real signals, but in the absence of
any more detailed knowledge on this point, we choose
to reuse the signal amplitude prior given by Eq. (11) for
PðAXjHX

LÞ. This choice simplifies the following calcula-
tions. In analogy to Eq. (14), we directly obtain the
probability for HX

L :

PðHX
L jxXÞ ¼ c−1� PðHX

GjxXÞoXLGeF
XðxXÞ: (18)

Here we define the per-detector prior line odds
oXLG ≡ PðHX

LÞ=PðHX
GÞ, which encode prior knowledge

about how likely a line is, compared to pure Gaussian
noise, in a given template λ and detector X. The detector-
specific F -statistic FXðxXÞ is simply given by Eq. (13)
restricted to detector X.
For multiple detectors we can now formulate the simple

line hypothesisHL as a CW-like disturbanceHX
L in any one

detector X and data consistent with Gaussian noise HY
G in

all other detectors Y ≠ X:

HL≡ðH1
L and H2

G and H3
G…Þ or

ðH1
G and H2

L and H3
G…Þ or…: (19)

Note that in this approachHL does not include lines that are
coincident across different detectors, which is postponed to
future work.
We assume the different detectors to be independent to

the extent that knowing HX
G or HX

L for detector X does not
inform us about HY

G or HY
L for other detectors Y ≠ X.

We also assume the different alternatives in Eq. (19) to be
mutually exclusive. The laws of probability therefore yield

PðHLjxÞ ¼ PðH1
Ljx1ÞPðH2

Gjx2ÞPðH3
Gjx3Þ × � � �

þ PðH1
Gjx1ÞPðH2

Ljx2ÞPðH3
Gjx3Þ × � � �

þ � � �
¼

X
X

PðHX
L jxXÞ

Y
Y≠X

PðHY
GjxYÞ: (20)

By combining Eqs. (19), (18) and the (per-detector)
Gaussian-noise probability from Eq. (4), we find the
posterior probability for the line hypothesis HL as

PðHLjxÞ ¼ c−1� PðHGjxÞ
X
X

oXLGe
FXðxXÞ; (21)

where we used the fact that
Q

XPðHX
GjxXÞ ¼ PðHGjxÞ.

Note that

X
X

oXLG ¼ PðHLÞ
PðHGÞ

≡ oLG; (22)

where oLG denotes the prior odds for a line versus
Gaussian noise (in the present template λ) including all
detectors.
It will be convenient to define relative detector weights

rX for the prior line odds, namely for Ndet detectors:

rX ≡ oXLG
oLG=Ndet

; such that
X
X

rX ¼ Ndet: (23)

If all detectors are equally likely to contain a line, then
rX ¼ 1 for all X. We further denote the average of a
quantity QX over detectors as

2Equivalence in the Neyman-Pearson sense: the same false-
dismissal as a function of false-alarm probability.
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hQXi≡ 1

Ndet

X
X

QX; (24)

and hence hrXi ¼ 1. By using these definitions, we can
write Eq. (21) as follows:

PðHLjxÞ ¼ c−1� PðHGjxÞoLGhrXeFXðxXÞi: (25)

IV. COHERENT LINE-ROBUST STATISTICS

We use the posterior line probability of Eq. (25) to
compute the odds for additional model comparisons,
thereby extending the standard multidetector F -statistic
given by Eq. (15). In particular, we consider two
approaches:
(i) Define a “line-veto” statistic as the odds between the

signal hypothesisHS and the line hypothesisHL. This
may be useful, for example, as a follow-up statistic for
strong candidates from an initial F -statistic search,
which compared HS versus Gaussian noise HG. In
such a two-stage approach, one would test the signal
hypothesis against the line-hypothesis if the Gaussian-
noise hypothesis has been ruled out with sufficient
confidence.

(ii) Extend the standard signal-versus-Gaussian-noise
odds OSGðxÞ to a more line-robust statistic OSGLðxÞ
by allowing the noise hypothesis to include either pure
Gaussian noise HG or a line HL.

A. Line-veto statistic OSLðxÞ
Using the posterior probabilities given by Eqs. (14)

and (25), we obtain the posterior signal-versus-line odds as

OSLðxÞ≡ PðHSjxÞ
PðHLjxÞ

¼ oSL
eF ðxÞ

hrXeFXðxXÞi ; (26)

with the prior odds oSL≡PðHSÞ=PðHLÞ¼ oSG=oLG.
Note that the amplitude-prior cutoff c� has disappeared,
as we have used the same amplitude prior on lines and
signals.
In the following we will often neglect the dependency on

x and xX to simplify notation. It is instructive to consider
the log-odds, which we can write as

lnOSL ¼ ln oSL þ F − lnhrXeFXi
¼ ln oSL þ F − F 0

max − lnhrXeðFX−F 0
maxÞi; (27)

where we define

F 0
max ≡max

X
ðFX þ ln rXÞ: (28)

The terms in the detector-average in Eq. (27) are bounded
within [0,1], with at least one term being equal to 1. Hence,

the logarithmic average lnh…i is bounded within
½− lnNdet; 0�, i.e., of order 1.
Actually, for strong F -statistic candidates, i.e., F ≫ 1,

the logarithmic correction is negligible, and therefore we
can approximate

lnOSLðxÞ ≈ F ðxÞ − F 0
maxðxÞ þ ln oSL: (29)

Without prior knowledge about one detector being more
affected by instrumental lines than others, we would
have rX ¼ 1 and therefore F 0

maxðxÞ ¼ maxXFXðxXÞ.
Considered as a detection statistic, OSLðxÞ is therefore
approximately equivalent to the difference between the
multidetector F -statistic and the largest F -statistic value
from the individual detectors.
By choosing a special threshold of OSLðxÞ ¼ oSL and

assuming equal prior line probabilities for all detectors, we
recover thewell-knownF -statistic consistency veto, namely

If F ðxÞ < max
X

fFXðxÞg ⇒ veto the candidate; (30)

which has been successfully used and tested in
Refs. [12,13,36]. Combining this veto with F -statistic
ranking corresponds to defining a new statistic:

FþvetoðxÞ≡
�
F ðxÞ if F ðxÞ ≥ maxXfFXðxÞg;
0 otherwise;

(31)

which we will refer to as the Fþveto-statistic.

B. Line-robust detection statistic OSGLðxÞ
From the standpoint of probability theory it is more

natural to use the line hypothesis to extend what we mean
by “noise,” namely, either pure Gaussian noiseHG or a line
HL. Hence, we introduce an extended noise hypothesis as

HGL∶ðHG or HLÞ: (32)

Since we take HG and HL to be mutually exclusive, the
posterior probability for HGL is

PðHGLjxÞ ¼ PðHGjxÞ þ PðHLjxÞ
¼ PðHGjxÞð1þ c−1� oLGhrXeFXðxXÞiÞ; (33)

where we have used Eq. (25) for the explicit line posterior.
Interestingly, we can express the odds OSGLðxÞ of the

signal versus extended noise hypotheses as

OSGLðxÞ≡ PðHSjxÞ
PðHGLjxÞ

¼ ½O−1
SGðxÞ þO−1

SLðxÞ�−1: (34)

We can compare this result with the ad-hoc two-stage
approach discussed previously, where one would set two
independent thresholds on OSG and on OSL. As we see
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from Eq. (34), instead the laws of probability tell us to
compute the harmonic sum of OSG and OSL and to set a
single threshold on the resulting statistic.
Inserting the explicit expressions provided by Eqs. (33)

and (14), we obtain

OSGLðxÞ ¼
oSGeF ðxÞ

c� þ oLGhrXeFXi : (35)

The amplitude-prior cutoff parameter c� from Eq. (11) is
only a scale factor in OSG and thus not relevant for the
performance as a detection statistic, and it is canceled out
completely in OSL. However, in OSGL this parameter does
affect the properties of the resulting statistic.
We can rewrite Eq. (35) by introducing prior

odds oSGL ≡ PðHSÞ=PðHGLÞ and [noting that
oSG ¼ oSGLð1þ oLGÞ] we obtain

OSGLðxÞ ¼ oSGL
eF ðxÞ

ð1 − pLÞeF
ð0Þ
� þ pLhrXeFXðxXÞi

; (36)

where we define the prior line probability pL as

pL ≡ oLG
1þ oLG

¼ PðHLÞ
PðHGLÞ

¼ PðHLjHGLÞ ∈ ½0; 1�; (37)

and we used a more natural reparametrization of c� by
defining

F ð0Þ
� ≡ ln c�: (38)

1. Limiting cases of OSGLðxÞ
We now consider the limiting behavior of OSGL as a

function of the line prior pL and of the single-detector
FXðxÞ values. We see from Eq. (36) that OSGLðxÞ reduces
to the F -statistic if we are certain that there are no lines,
i.e., OSGLðxÞ → OSGðxÞ ∝ eF ðxÞ for pL → 0. On the other
hand, it reduces to the pure line-veto statistic of Eq. (26)
when we believe the noise to be completely dominated by
lines, i.e., OSGLðxÞ → OSLðxÞ for pL → 1.
For fixed pL we see that the transition between these two

extremes depends on the FXðxÞ values compared to the
prior scale F ð0Þ

� . To illustrate this more clearly, we first
rewrite Eq. (36) using the relations oSGL ¼ pLoSL and
ð1 − pLÞ=pL ¼ o−1LG. Introducing the “transition scale” F �
as

F � ≡ F ð0Þ
� − ln oLG; (39)

we obtain

OSGLðxÞ ¼ oSL
eF ðxÞ

eF � þ hrXeFXðxXÞi : (40)

From this reparametrization, we see thatF � defines the scale
of a smooth transition of OSGLðxÞ between OSGðxÞ ∝ eF ðxÞ

and OSLðxÞ depending on the values of FX: namely the
“line-veto term” hrXeFXi in Eq. (40) only starts to play a role
when it is comparable to eF � .
To see this more explicitly, we write the log-odds as

lnOSGLðxÞ ¼ ln oSL þ F ðxÞ − F 00
maxðxÞ

− lnðeF �−F 00
max þ hrXeFXðxXÞ−F 00

maxðxÞiÞ; (41)

where we define F 00
maxðxÞ≡maxðF �;FXðxXÞ þ ln rXÞ.

The logarithmic correction is of order unity, therefore
this effectively corresponds to lnOSLðxÞ when
maxðFXðxÞ þ ln rXÞ > F �, and to lnOSGðxÞ otherwise.
In practice it can be difficult to determine good prior

values for F ð0Þ
� , due to the unphysical choice of amplitude

priors in Eq. (11). We will discuss this issue in more detail
in Sec. VI B.
This transitioning behavior is reminiscent of the two-

stage line-veto approach discussed in Sec. IV. There one
applies a line veto only to candidates that are “strong” in
terms of OSGðxÞ ∝ eF ðxÞ, which means that the Gaussian-
noise hypothesis is already considered sufficiently unlikely.
Note, however, that for OSGLðxÞ the transition from
OSGðxÞ to OSLðxÞ is smooth and depends on the strength
of the single-detector statistics FXðxXÞ rather than the
multidetector statistic F ðxÞ.

V. SEMICOHERENT LINE-ROBUST STATISTICS

For unknown signal parameters λ, the use of the fully
coherent (in time) F -statistic is usually prohibitive in terms
of computing cost. Thus, semicoherent methods are typ-
ically used, being more sensitive at fixed computing cost
[42,43]. In this approach the data x is divided into Nseg

segments of shorter duration, denoted as fxkgNseg

k¼1. The
coherent statistic F kðxk; λÞ in a template λ is computed for
each segment k separately and then combined incoherently,
typically by summing over all data segments. This is often
referred to as the “StackSlide” method. Other incoherent
combinations such as the “Hough transform” method [44]
will not be discussed here. The following discussion refers
to the statistic in a single template λ, and we will therefore
simplify the notation again by dropping λ.
As shown in Ref. [41], the semicoherent StackSlide

F -statistic can be derived by relaxing the requirement of
consistent signal amplitudes A across different segments,
i.e., allowing for a set of Nseg independent amplitude
parameters Ak in Eq. (5). This defines the semicoherent
signal hypothesis bHS as

bHS∶xk ¼ nk þAμ
khμ; for k ¼ 1;…Nseg; (42)
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where here and in the following the hatbnotation refers to
semicoherent quantities.
For the per-segment amplitude priors PðAkjbHSÞ, we

reuse the amplitude prior given by Eq. (11). Hence, by
marginalization as in Eq. (10), we obtain the posterior

PðbHSjxÞ ¼ boSGPðHGjxÞc−Nseg� ebF ðxÞ; (43)

where we define the StackSlide F -statistic bF in parameter-
space point λ as

bF ðx; λÞ≡XNseg

k¼1

F kðxk; λÞ: (44)

For Gaussian noise we have bHG ¼ HG, but for consistency
of notation we still write bHG throughout this section. The
posterior odds between the signal and Gaussian-noise
hypotheses across the Nseg segments is

bOSGðxÞ≡ PðbHSjxÞ
PðbHGjxÞ

¼ boSGc−Nseg� ebF ðxÞ: (45)

We can now generalize the single-detector line hypoth-
esis of Eq. (19) to the semicoherent case as was done for the
signal hypothesis in Eq. (42), namely,

bHL≡ðbH1
L and bH2

G and bH3
G…Þ or

ðbH1
G and bH2

L and bH3
G…Þ or… (46)

The probability of the line hypothesis in detector X across
all segments is

PðbHX
L jxXÞ ¼ PðbHX

GjxXÞc−Nseg� boXLGebFXðxXÞ; (47)

where the semicoherent line-odds in detector X isboXLG ≡ PðbHX
LÞ=PðbHX

GÞ. Similarly to Eq. (25), the posterior

probability for the semicoherent line-hypothesis bHL is
obtained as

PðbHLjxÞ ¼ PðbHGjxÞc−Nseg� boLGhbrXebFXðxXÞi; (48)

where in analogy to Eqs. (22) and (23) we define

boLG ≡ PðbHLÞ
PðbHGÞ

¼
X
X

boXLG; (49)

brX ≡ boXLGboLG=Ndet
: (50)

The posterior probability for the extended noise hypothesis,

bHGL ≡
�bHG or bHL

�
; (51)

is therefore given by

PðbHGLjxÞ ¼ PðHGjxÞð1þ c
−Nseg� boLGhbrXebFXðxXÞiÞ: (52)

We can now define a semicoherent line-veto statistic,
namely,

bOSLðxÞ≡ PðbHSjxÞ
PðbHLjxÞ

¼ boSL ebF ðxÞ

hbrXebFXðxXÞi
; (53)

and a semicoherent line-robust detection statistic as

bOSGLðxÞ≡ PðbHSjxÞ
PðbHGLjxÞ

¼ ½bO−1
SGðxÞ þ bO−1

SLðxÞ�−1: (54)

The latter can be written explicitly as

bOSGLðxÞ ¼ boSGL ebF ðxÞ

ð1 − bpLÞebF ð0Þ
� þ bpLhbrXebFXðxXÞi

; (55)

with (semicoherent) line probability

bpL ≡ boLG
1þ boLG ¼ PðbHLjbHGLÞ ∈ ½0; 1� (56)

and, in analogy to Eq. (38), a prior cutoff parametrization of

bF ð0Þ
� ≡ ln c

Nseg� : (57)

Similarly to Eq. (40), we can therefore write this equiv-
alently as

bOSGLðxÞ ¼ boSL ebF ðxÞ

ebF � þ hbrXebFXðxXÞi
; (58)

where the semicoherent transition scale bF � is defined as

bF � ≡ bF ð0Þ
� − lnboLG; (59)

by generalizing Eq. (39). Hence, we find that bOSGLðxÞ
transitions from the standard semicoherent statisticbOSGðxÞ ∝ ebF to the line-veto statistic bOSLðxÞ when

hbrXebFXi ∼ ebF � : (60)

We can rewrite the log-odds as

ln bOSGLðxÞ¼ lnboSLþ bF ðxÞ− bF 00
maxðxÞ

− lnðebF �−bF 00
maxðxÞ þhbrXebFXðxXÞ−bF 00

maxðxÞiÞ; (61)

with bF 00
maxðxÞ≡max ðbF �; bFXðxXÞ þ lnbrXÞ. Note that in

the semicoherent case we typically deal with much larger
numerical values of bF [due to its definition as a sum over
segments in Eq. (44)]. However, the logarithmic correction
term is still of order unity. This implies that the transition
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from bOSGðxÞ to the line-veto odds bOSLðxÞ is expected to be
sharper than in the coherent case of Eq. (41).
Incorporating the ad-hoc F -statistic consistency veto

discussed in Sec. IV A, we can define a semicoherentbFþveto-statistic as

bFþvetoðxÞ≡
� bF ðxÞ if bF ðxÞ ≥ maxXfbFXðxÞg;

0 otherwise:
(62)

VI. CHOICE OF PRIORS

The new line-veto and line-robust statistics derived in
this paper depend on some prior parameters which need to
be specified. We will now discuss a way to set their values.
The coherent statistics described in Sec. IV are simply

special cases of the semicoherent expressions given in
Sec. V for Nseg ¼ 1. Hence, in the following we can use the
semicoherent notation without loss of generality.
The pure line-veto statistic bOSLðxÞ of Eq. (53) seems, at

first glance, to haveNdet free parameters. However, with the
sum constraint (23) on the line-probability weights brX and
the fact that the overall prior odds boLG only enter through
the proportionality factor boSL, this reduces to an effective
Ndet − 1 parameters. Here we make use again of the fact
that all monotonic functions of a test statistic are equivalent
in the Neyman-Pearson sense.
The line-robust statistic bOSGLðxÞ depends on the prior

odds boLG and on the amplitude-prior cutoff parameter c�,
not just as mere prefactors. However, these two prior
parameters only appear in bOSGL through the combinationbF � ≡ bF ð0Þ

� − lnboLG as defined in Eq. (59). Therefore, bOSGL
effectively has Ndet free parameters.
While the prior odds boLG have a clear intuitive inter-

pretation, this is not the case for the prior amplitude cutoff

parameter c� and thus for bF ð0Þ
� , as defined in Eq. (57). This

parameter results from the rather unphysical choice of
the amplitude prior in Eq. (11), as discussed in more detail
in Refs. [10,41]. Hence, a certain amount of empirical
“tuning” will be required to determine a reasonable value

for bF ð0Þ
� , which we will discuss in Sec. VI B.

A. Proxy estimate of prior line probabilities
from the data

A maximally uninformative choice for the line-priors
would be brX ¼ 1 and boLG ¼ 1, where the presence of lines
is considered just as likely as pure Gaussian noise and all
detectors are equally likely to be affected by lines. A more
informed choice should be based on prior characterization
of the detectors.
A practical way to achieve this is to judiciously use the

observed data x for a simple “proxy” estimate of boXLG.
Empirically we find promising results when adopting the
line-flagging method of Ref. [45]. We use data from all
frequency bins potentially contributing to the detection

statistics in a given search band. We compute the time-
averaged normalized power over these bins and count how
many exceed a predetermined threshold. The measured
fraction of such outliers is used as a proxy estimate for the
prior line probability.
More specifically, the data for F -statistic searches is

usually prepared in the form of short Fourier transforms
(SFTs) of the original time-domain data, conventionally
spanning stretches of duration TSFT ¼ 1800 s (e.g., see
Ref. [44]). We compute the normalized average SFT power
PXðfÞ for each detector X as (e.g., see Ref. [11])

PXðfÞ≡ 2

NSFTTSFT

XNSFT

α¼1

j~xXα ðfÞj2
SXαn ðfÞ ; (63)

where the sum is over all NSFT SFTs, ~xXα ðfÞ and SXαn ðfÞ
denote the Fourier-transformed data and the noise PSD in
the αth SFT, respectively.
We estimate the prior line probability bpX

L for that
frequency band as

bpX
L ¼ NX

P>Pthr

Nbins
; (64)

where NX
P>Pthr

is the number of bins ∈ ½0; Nbins� for which
PXðfÞ crossed the threshold PX

thr. A typical band is of the
order of 100 mHz wide, corresponding to a few hundred
bins. The threshold PX

thr is chosen empirically to be safely
above the typical noise fluctuations in the data.
From bpX

L the prior line odds may be computed as

boXLG ¼ bpX
L

1 − bpX
L
; (65)

which also fully specifiesbrX and boLG via Eqs. (49) and (50).
We determine the threshold PX

thr by fixing a certain false-
alarm probability pFA;P. For large NSFT this can be
computed approximately from a Gaussian distribution with
unit mean and standard deviation σ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NSFT

p
.

As an illustrative example, Fig. 1 shows PXðfÞ for a
∼60 mHz wide band of simulated Gaussian data consisting
of 50 SFTs. The data is generated with a noise PSD of
SXn ¼ 3 × 10−22 Hz−1=2 in two detectors X ∈ fH1;L1g,
where H1 and L1 stand for the LIGO detectors at
Hanford and Livingston, respectively. A monochromatic
stationary line of amplitude h0 ¼ 2 × 10−23 Hz−1=2 at
50 Hz is injected in H1 only. More examples from real
data are presented in Sec. VII B.
We stress that the line-flagging procedure proposed here

is not meant to yield a direct estimator of bpX
L but rather to

provide an indication for the presence of lines based on
spectral features that can be robustly identified.
For instance, observing no threshold crossings in the

average SFT power P does not necessarily imply that the
F -statistic could not be affected by instrumental artifacts,
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while seeing many outliers in P does not always yield
high values of F . Hence we will not consider values of boXLG
that suggest more confidence than seems justifiable, and
truncate its range to

boLGX ∈ ½0.001; 1000�: (66)

For the example simulated data set used in Fig. 1 we can
detail the method as follows: there are 127 frequency bins
in the band considered, and for the threshold PH1

thr ¼ PL1
thr ¼

PthrðpFA;P ¼ 10−9; NSFT ¼ 50Þ ≈ 1.84 there is a single
crossing in H1 and none in L1. Hence, we estimate
the line priors as boH1LG ¼ max ð0.001; 1=127

1−1=127Þ ≈ 0.008 and

boL1LG ¼ max ð0.001; 0=127
1−0=127Þ ¼ 0.001.

We believe that this data-dependent prior estimation is
not prone to the “sample reuse fallacy” [46]. The reason is
that the proxy estimate for boXLG is sufficiently independent
from the posterior for the line hypothesis HL, as they are
derived from data sets with effectively very little data in
common. The line hypothesis HL (being based on the
signal hypothesis HS) describes a narrow-band signal,
which in each half-hour SFT is confined to a few bins.
In fact the current F -statistic implementation [47] uses
only 16 frequency bins per SFT to construct the detection
statistic, and they are very heavily weighted toward a few
central ones. On the other hand, the line-flagging prior
estimate uses ∼Oð100–200Þ frequency bins and each
counts equally in the estimate. Furthermore, the results
in Sec. VII B show that this procedure appears to be “safe”
also in the presence of (injected) signals.

B. Empirical choice of transition scale bF �
An additional free parameter in the line-robust statisticbOSGLðxÞ, as expressed in Eq. (58), is the transition scalebF � ¼ bF ð0Þ

� − lnboLG of Eq. (59).

As discussed in Sec. IV B 1, bF � sets the scale (in terms
of bFX) for the transition of bOSGL from the signal-versus-

Gaussian-noise odds bOSG ∝ ebF (for bFX ≪ bF �) to the
signal-versus-line odds bOSL (for bFX ≫ bF �).
Thus we can interpret bF ð0Þ

� as the transition scale in the
case of even prior odds, i.e., boLG ¼ 1, between the line and
Gaussian-noise hypotheses.
The effect of boLG, which we estimate with the method

described in the previous section, is to shift the transition
scale up or down from this baseline, depending on whether
prior knowledge gives lines lower or higher odds,
respectively.
We can also express bF ð0Þ

� in terms of a Gaussian-noise
false-alarm probability, denoted as pð0Þ

FA�:

pð0Þ
FA� ¼ PðbFX > bF ð0Þ

� jHGÞ: (67)

This follows a central χ2-distribution with 4Nseg degrees of

freedom. We find it useful to fix a value for pð0Þ
FA� and use it

to determine bF ð0Þ
� ðpð0Þ

FA�; NsegÞ.
On the one hand, we want bF ð0Þ

� to be low enough (pð0Þ
FA�

high enough) to suppress even weak lines, but not so low as
to compromise the performance in Gaussian noise. When
most of the data is approximately Gaussian (as is typically
the case for CW searches, [11–13]), a reasonable choice is
to use the lowest bF ð0Þ

� (highest pð0Þ
FA�) that does not yet

adversely affect the detection power in Gaussian noise. In

practice, we resort to an empirical choice of pð0Þ
FA� based on

Monte-Carlo simulations on a small subset of Gaussian or
near-Gaussian data.

VII. PERFORMANCE TESTS

Here we will discuss the detection efficiency of the
statistics introduced in the previous sections for a popula-
tion of signals embedded in different types of noise. In
order to do this we use two different and somewhat
complementary approaches: (i) fully “synthetic” simula-
tions, which allow for efficient large-scale explorations
under idealized conditions, and (ii) injections of simulated
signals into LIGO S5 data containing instrumental artifacts.
We compare the performance of the following statistics

(the second equation always refers to the corresponding
semicoherent version):
(1) Standard multi-detector F -statistic, Eqs. (13)

and (44),
(2) Fþveto-statistic, Eqs. (31) and (62),
(3) Line-veto statistic OSL, Eqs. (26) and (53),
(4) Line-robust statistic OSGL, Eqs. (40) and (58).

In the case of the line-robust statistic OSGL we use different
transition scales F ð0Þ

� corresponding to false-alarm levels
pð0Þ
FA�, which we denote as

FIG. 1 (color online). Example of the normalized SFT power
PXðfÞ as a function of frequency f for LIGO H1 (solid) and L1
(dashed) for simulated Gaussian data containing a line in H1. The
horizontal line shows the threshold Pthr at a false-alarm level
of pFA;P ¼ 10−9.
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ð−nÞOSGLðxÞ≡OSGLðx;pð0Þ
FA� ¼ 10−nÞ: (68)

In the following tests we use ð−1ÞOSGL, ð−3ÞOSGL, and
ð−6ÞOSGL, corresponding to transition-scale false-alarm

levels of pð0Þ
FA� ¼ 10−1, 10−3, 10−6, respectively.

In order to assess the importance of the choice of prior
line odds oXLG, we consider two cases:
(i) Uninformative priors, i.e., oXLG ¼ 1 for all X: the

corresponding “untuned” statistics are denoted as

Oð0Þ
SL and ð−nÞOð0Þ

SGL.
(ii) Line priors oXLG using prior information on the line

population: the corresponding “tuned” statistics are
denoted as OSL and ð−nÞOSGL, respectively.

A. Tests using synthetic draws

In this section, for simplicity, we consider only the
coherent case (cf. Sec. IV). Using the synthesizing
approach described in Refs. [10,41], one can directly
generate random draws of the various statistics of interest
for pure noise and for noise containing a signal.
The synthesizing method consists in generating random

draws of the fxXμ g of Eq. (9) using their known (multi-
variate) Gaussian distribution. From these we compute the
F - and FX-statistics from Eq. (13), OSL from Eq. (26) and
OSGL from Eq. (40). In the following we refer to each draw
of fxXμ g together with the resulting statistics as a candidate.
We generate the noise draws in such a way that a fraction

fL contains a line according to HL of Eq. (19), namely a
CW signal in a single detector. The remaining fraction
1 − fL of noise draws follows the Gaussian-noise hypoth-
esis HG of Eq. (2). In the following we refer to fL as the
line contamination.
From the noise draws we estimate for each statistic a

threshold corresponding to a particular false-alarm proba-
bility pFA. Applying this threshold to the signal candidates
yields the detection probability pdetðpFAÞ for each statistic
at the false-alarm level pFA. This is known as the receiver
operator characteristic (ROC).
The strength of the injected signals is characterized by

the (multidetector) signal-to-noise ratio ρS, defined in the
usual way [8] as

ρ2S ≡ hhjhi ¼ AμMμνAν: (69)

This is related to the expectation value of the F -statistic as
E½2F �HS

¼ 4þ ρ2S. As shown in the Appendix, for a line
according to HL in detector Y, the expectation value of the
multidetector F -statistic is approximately

E½2F �HL
≈ 4þ 1

Ndet
ρ2L with ρ2L ≡Aμ

YM
Y
μνAν

Y; (70)

where we refer to the (single-IFO) SNR ρL as the
“line SNR.”

The signal candidates are generated for a fixed SNR of
ρS ¼ 6, and a data length of T ¼ 25 h is assumed. This
signal strength is chosen to be representative of reasonably
detectable signals in a wide-parameter-space search. In
such a search we would require a low (single-trial) false-
alarm threshold pFA in order to consider a candidate as
significant. The choice of ρS ¼ 6 corresponds to a detection
probability of pdet ≈ 70% at a false-alarm probability of
pFA ¼ 10−6 in Gaussian noise (for example, see Fig. 2).
The signal amplitude parameters are drawn uniformly in

cos ι ∈ ½−1; 1�, ψ ∈ ½−π=4; π=4� and ϕ0 ∈ ½0; 2π�. The sky
position is drawn isotropically over the sky, and ðh0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p Þ
is determined by the fixed signal SNR of ρS ¼ 6 according
to Eq. (69). The line draws use the same prior distributions,
but the signal is added to only one detector, and ðh0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p Þ
is determined by fixing a (single-IFO) line SNR ρL
according to Eq. (70).
In each simulation we generate 107 noise candidates and

107 noise+signal candidates for two detectors, LIGO H1
and L1. These detectors are assumed here to have identical
sensitivity. Lines are only injected into H1 without loss
of generality. We consider three examples of noise
populations:
(i) pure Gaussian noise without lines (fL ¼ 0, ρL ¼ 0),
(ii) 10% line contamination in H1 (fH1L ¼ 0.1, fL1L ¼ 0)

with line SNR of ρL ¼ 9,
(iii) 10% line contamination in H1 (fH1L ¼ 0.1, fL1L ¼ 0)

with line SNR of ρL ¼ 15.
The line SNR of ρL ¼ 9 corresponds to lines that are
marginally stronger than the injected signals, namely,
E½2F �HL

≈ 44:5 from Eq. (70), while E½2F �HS
¼ 40 from

Eq. (A7). The lines with ρL ¼ 15 are substantially stronger
(namely E½2F �HL

≈ 117) than the injected signals.
Note that for the synthesized statistics we cannot use the

line-prior estimation method for oXLG of Sec. VI A. Instead
we assume “perfect tuning”: in the Gaussian-noise example
we set oXLG ¼ 0.001 for X ¼ H1, L1, and in the two line

FIG. 2 (color online). Detection probability pdet as a function of
false-alarm pFA of different synthesized statistics, for a signal
population of fixed SNR of ρS ¼ 6 in pure Gaussian noise
(fL ¼ 0, ρL ¼ 0). Statistical errors are similar to the line width.
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examples we use pH1
L ¼ fH1L ¼ 0.1 (therefore oH1LG ¼ 1=9)

and oL1LG ¼ 0.001 (no lines were injected into L1).
In Gaussian noise the coherent F -statistic is close to

optimal [8,10], and follows a χ2 distribution with 4 degrees
of freedom and noncentrality parameter ρ2S, which we
denote as χ24ðρSÞ. This is plotted as a thick solid line in
Figs. 2 and 3 for the signal population of ρS ¼ 6.
In the Gaussian-noise example shown in Fig. 2, the

F -statistic follows closely the theoretical prediction, while
the (untuned) line-veto statistic Oð0Þ

SL is notably less power-
ful. The line-robust statistics ð−nÞOSGL increasingly
approach the F -statistic performance with decreasing

pð0Þ
FA�, i.e., increasing transition scale F ð0Þ

� . In particular,
starting from ð−3ÞOSGL (corresponding to a transition scale

of F ð0Þ
� ≈ 9.23), there are no appreciable losses in detection

probability pdet over the false-alarm range pFA ∈ ½10−6; 1�.
At low pFA, the Fþveto-statistic performs almost opti-

mally, while there are some losses above pFA ≳ 10−4. These
are due to Fþveto containing intrinsic upper bounds on the
achievable pFA and pdet as a result of vetoing a finite fraction
of candidates. For a practical GW analysis, where low pFA
are required, this behavior is not particularly relevant.
The performance in the two examples with 10% line

contamination is shown in Fig. 3. Here the F -statistic is

found to perform substantially worse than in Gaussian
noise at false-alarm probabilities below pFA ≲ 0.1. This is
due to the fact that in 10% of the noise cases the false-alarm
threshold is set by the line population, which is either
difficult (for ρL ¼ 9, left plot) or almost impossible
(for ρL ¼ 15, right plot) for the F -statistic to cross for
signals with SNR of ρS ¼ 6.
We observe that the Fþveto-statistic starts to fail below

false-alarm levels of pFA ≲ 10−4 in the case of weaker lines
with ρL ¼ 9 [see Fig. 3(a)]. This can be understood as
follows: For the ρL ¼ 9 line population, we find that a
fraction of ∼6 × 10−4 of line candidates survive the veto.
Given that lines are present in 10% of the noise cases, this
means that a fraction of ∼6 × 10−5 of total noise candidates
are line candidates surviving the consistency veto. Given
that these have high F -statistic values, signal candidates
can hardly surpass them, and thus the detection probability
drops toward zero at false-alarm probabilities below
∼6 × 10−5.
The same effect is also present for stronger lines, but the

corresponding “failure” threshold is pushed to lower

FIG. 3 (color online). Detection probability pdet as a function of
false-alarm pFA for different synthesized statistics, for a signal
population with fixed SNR of ρS ¼ 6 in Gaussian noise with 10%
line contamination, with line-SNR of (a) ρL ¼ 9 and (b) ρL ¼ 15.
Statistical errors are similar to the line width.

FIG. 4 (color online). Comparison of “tuned” statistics
ð−nÞOSGL (solid lines) using “perfect knowledge” line-priors
foH1LG ¼ 1=9; oL1LG ¼ 10−3g versus “untuned” statistic ð−nÞOð0Þ

SGL
(dashed lines) using uninformative line-priors oXLG ¼ 1. Detection
probability pdet as a function of false-alarm pFA of different
synthesized statistics, for a signal population with fixed SNR of
ρS ¼ 6 in Gaussian noise with 10% line contamination, with line-
SNR of (a) ρL ¼ 9 and (b) ρL ¼ 15. Statistical errors are similar
to the line width.
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values. For example, for ρL ¼ 12 it would happen only
below pFA ≲ 10−6, while for ρL ¼ 15 it is too low to be
resolvable by 107 random draws.
The behavior of the line-robust statistics ð−nÞOSGL

depends on the choice of transition scale. In the case of
lines with ρL ¼ 9, shown in Fig. 3(a), the statistic ð−3ÞOSGL
performs best, while using either lower or higher values of
pð0Þ
FA� is less powerful at low false-alarm probabilities. In the

case of stronger lines with ρL ¼ 15, shown in Fig. 3(b), the
statistic ð−6ÞOSGL performs almost optimally, with ð−3ÞOSGL
performing only slightly worse.
The line-veto statistic oð0ÞSL performs somewhat poorly in

all three examples shown (Figs. 2 and 3). This is not
surprising, given that at most 10% of noise draws contain a
line, while OSL would only be optimal for a noise
population consisting exclusively of lines.
Figure 4 shows the effect of “tuning” the prior line odds

oXLG, using the same line populations as in Fig. 3. We see

that the untuned statistics Oð0Þ
SL and ð−nÞOð0Þ

SGL using unin-
formative line-odds oXLG ¼ 1 perform reasonably well
compared to OSL and ð−nÞOSGL, which are based on
“perfect-knowledge” tuning. Note that tuning of oXLG can
sometimes also decrease the detection power of a statistic,
particularly in cases where the choice of the transition scale

F ð0Þ
� ðpð0Þ

FA�Þ is a poor fit to the actual line population. This
can be seen in the case of ð−6ÞOSGL with lines of SNR

ρL ¼ 9, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In cases where F ð0Þ
� ðpð0Þ

FA�Þ is
a good match to the line population, the tuning of oXLG can
yield gains in detection power of up to 5%–10%.

B. Tests using LIGO S5 data

Here we conduct a study using LIGO S5 data sets as
noise. We inject signals and search for them using methods
similar to those of actual CW searches. Instead of ROC
curves, i.e., pdetðpFAÞ, we present results in terms of the
detection efficiency as a function of signal strength scaled
by the total multidetector noise PSD Sn, i.e., pdetðh0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p Þ.
This form is more suitable to assess improvements in
sensitivity, which is typically expressed as the weakest
signal h0 detectable with a certain confidence pdet. To
compute an astrophysically motivated detection probabil-
ity, these results could in principle be convolved with an
astrophysical prior on h0, if available.
The injection and detection procedure used here is

modeled after those commonly employed for estimating
upper limits on h0 in CW searches such as Refs. [12,36].
Simulated CW signals are added to the data using the

MAKEFAKEDATA_V4 code [48]. The resulting data set is
analyzed both coherently and semicoherently using
HIERARCHSEARCHGCT [48], a StackSlide implementation
based on the “global correlations” method of Ref. [49].
We have extended this code to also compute the new
statistics bOSLðxÞ and bOSGLðxÞ, in addition to bF ðxÞ. For the
coherent search we use shorter subsets of the data, and

the coherent statistics are simply obtained as the special
case Nseg ¼ 1.
The tuning of the line priors boXLG in bOSL and ð−nÞbOSGL is

based on the method described in Sec. VI A, namely,
Eqs. (64), (65), and (66). As explained in Sec. VI B, we fix

the transition scale bF ð0Þ
� of bOSGL according to its perfor-

mance in Gaussian noise. Specifically, we perform injec-
tions on simulated Gaussian noise and analyze them as

described below for several values of pð0Þ
FA�. We then chose

the highest pð0Þ
FA� value such that the achieved performance

is indistinguishable within statistical uncertainties from that
of the F -statistic. As a result of this we select ð−6ÞOSGL,

with the false-alarm level of pð0Þ
FA� ¼ 10−6 corresponding

to a transition scale of F ð0Þ
� ðNseg ¼ 1Þ ≈ 16:7 andbF ð0Þ

� ðNseg ¼ 84Þ ≈ 237:0, respectively.

1. Data selection

We use four narrow frequency bands of LIGO S5 data.
These bands are chosen depending on how severely they
appear to be affected by lines:
(a) a “quiet” band where the distribution of the data is

very close to Gaussian.
(b) a band with a single line in L1.
(c) a band with a single line in L1, narrower than in (b).
(d) a band with multiple disturbances in H1.

The normalized SFT power PXðfÞ of Eq. (63) for each of
the four bands is shown in Fig. 5 for the coherent case, and
in Fig. 7 for the semicoherent case. More details about
these sample frequency bands are given in Tables I and II,
respectively.
The data sets are taken from the first year of the LIGO S5

science run. For the semicoherent searches we use
Nseg ¼ 84 data segments, spanning T ¼ 25 h each, while
the coherent searches use only a single segment. These
segments were originally selected for the Einstein@Home
[50] search described in Ref. [12]. Since CW searches
on this data have not found any signals [12,35,51], we
consider it as a pure noise set for the purpose of this study.

2. Signal injection and detection criterion

The search setup used here is different from that of
Ref. [12], and employs the HIERARCHSEARCHGCT code
instead of the Hough-transform [44]. This code is used in
recent and ongoing wide-parameter-space searches such as
Refs. [36,50].
The grid spacings in frequency and spin-down are

δf≈1.6×10−6Hz and δf
:
≈5.8×10−11 Hz=s, respectively.

The angular sky-grid spacings are approximately 0.15 rad
at f ¼ 54 Hz, and scale with frequency as 1=f.
We find that this template bank yields an average relative

loss of SNR2 (also known as mismatch) of m ∼ 0.6 in the
semicoherent searches and of m≲ 0.05 in the coherent
searches.
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We first perform searches on the data without any
injections, covering the whole sky in each of the four
frequency bands of width Δf ¼ 50 mHz (see finj in
Tables I and II), and a fixed band ½−Δf: ; 0� in spin-down
f
:
, with Δf

:
≈ 2.6 × 10−9 Hz=s.

For each of the four statistics fbF ; bFþveto; bOSL; bOSGLgwe
record the loudest noise candidate over the whole template
grid. A signal will be considered as detected with a given
statistic if its highest value exceeds this noise value. This
definition of detection is equivalent to the common method
of setting loudest-event upper limits, employed for example
in Ref. [12].
The signals are injected using the MAKEFAKEDATA_V4

code, with signal parameters randomly drawn from uniform
distributions in the sky coordinates fα; δg, inclination cos ι
and polarization angle ψ , and at varying signal amplitude
h0. The signal frequency and spin-down are drawn uni-
formly from the bands used in the noise search. For
each value of h0 we perform 1000 injections. For each
injection we search a small parameter-space volume
containing the signal. This search region consists of a
frequency band of Δf ¼ 1 mHz, a spin-down band of

Δf
:
≈ 2.3 × 10−10 Hz=s and the 10 sky-grid points closest

(in the metric sense [40]) to the injection.
Note that in (b) and (c) some of these injection searches do

not use any data containing the narrow disturbances. Hence,
the statements in this section apply to bands that contain
disturbances and not only to sets of disturbed candidates.

3. Results for coherent statistics

Figure 6 shows the detection efficiency pdet as a function
of the scaled signal amplitude h0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p
, for the single-

segment coherent statistics.
In the quiet band, shown in Fig. 6(~a), we find that the

line-veto statistic Oð0Þ
SL has less detection power than the

F -statistic, as would be expected since it does not match
the noise population. The conventional Fþveto-statistic is
safer than Oð0Þ

SL and performs just as well as the pure
F -statistic. The line-robust statistic OSGL performs equally
well as F and Fþveto on this line-free data set.
In the disturbed bands shown in Figs. 6ð~bÞ–ð~dÞ, all

statistics lose detection power to varying degrees. We find
that the Fþveto-statistic is often able to recover most of the

TABLE II. Data used for tests of the semicoherent statistics in Sec. VII B. All data is taken from the first year of the LIGO S5 run,
corresponding to the segment selection used in an Einstein@Home search (S5R3) [12], spanning 381.04 days starting from GPS epoch
tstart ¼ 818845553, containing Nseg ¼ 84 segments, each 25 hours long. The column labeled max 2F̄ noise refers to the highest average
multidetector 2F̄ value without injections (the average is over segments). The remaining labels are identical to those in Table I.

Label finj [Hz] fSFT [Hz]
ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p ½Hz−1=2� max 2F̄ noise Detector X NX
SFT

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
SXn

p
½Hz−1=2� PX

thr boXLG
(â) [54.20, 54.25] [54.15, 54.30] 2.09 × 10−22 6.51 H1 3781 2.54 × 10−22 1.098 0.001

L1 3456 1.81 × 10−22 1.102 0.001
(b̂) [66.50, 66.55] [66.44, 66.61] 1.14 × 10−22 10.83 H1 3781 1.35 × 10−22 1.098 0.001

L1 3456 1.00 × 10−22 1.102 0.047
(ĉ) [69.70, 69.75] [69.64, 69.81] 1.01 × 10−22 83.48 H1 3781 1.15 × 10−22 1.098 0.001

L1 3456 9.08 × 10−23 1.102 0.017
(d̂) [58.50, 58.55] [58.45, 58.60] 2.12 × 10−22 8.35 H1 3781 2.20 × 10−22 1.098 1.743

L1 3456 2.05 × 10−22 1.102 0.001

TABLE I. Data used for tests of the coherent statistics in Sec. VII B. All data is taken from the first year of the LIGO S5 run. CW
signals are injected with frequencies f ∈ finj, while fSFT denotes the SFT frequency range used for the search and the prior line
estimation. Each data set starts at a GPS time of tstart and spans 25 hours, containing NX

SFT SFTs of duration TSFT ¼ 1800 s from each
detector. The multidetector noise PSD Sn was obtained as the harmonic mean over SFTs and arithmetic mean over frequency bins. The
column labeled max 2F noise shows the corresponding highest multidetector 2F value without injections. The noise PSD per detector is
SXn . The column PX

thr gives the threshold on the normalized SFT power PX at pFA;P ¼ 10−9, which is used to estimate the prior line-odds
oXLG as described in Sec. VI A.

Label finj [Hz] fSFT [Hz] tstart [s]
ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p ½Hz−1=2� max 2F noise Detector X NX
SFT

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
SXn

p
½Hz−1=2� PX

thr oXLG

(~a) [54.20, 54.25] [54.19, 54.26] 835120582 1.80 × 10−22 38.04 H1 47 2.51 × 10−22 1.875 0.001
L1 39 1.48 × 10−22 1.960 0.001

( ~b) [66.50, 66.55] [66.49, 66.56] 844876223 1.28 × 10−22 81.68 H1 47 1.19 × 10−22 1.875 0.001
L1 36 1.41 × 10−22 2.000 0.073

(~c) [69.70, 69.75] [69.69, 69.76] 821912087 1.42 × 10−22 122.54 H1 46 1.35 × 10−22 1.884 0.001
L1 40 1.50 × 10−22 1.948 0.015

( ~d) [58.50, 58.55] [58.49, 58.56] 827366996 2.48 × 10−22 104.46 H1 48 2.58 × 10−22 1.866 0.585
L1 40 2.40 × 10−22 1.948 0.001
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FIG. 5 (color online). Normalized average SFT power PXðfÞ of
Eq. (63) as a function of frequency f for LIGO H1 (solid) and L1
(dashed) data used in the coherent searches. The horizontal lines
mark, for each detector, the threshold PX

thr at pFA;P ¼ 10−9 used
in the line prior estimation. The panels show: (~a) a quiet band, (~b),
(~c) two bands with lines, (~d) a band with multiple disturbances.
See Table I for more details on these data sets.

FIG. 6 (color online). Detection efficiency pdet as a function of
scaled signal amplitude h0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p
for four different coherent statistics:

F , Fþveto, Oð0Þ
SL , and

ð−6ÞOSGL. Statistical errors are similar to the
size of the symbols. The dashed horizontal line marks the 95%
detection probability level. The panels show: (~a) a quiet band, (~b),
(~c) two bands with lines, (~d) a band with multiple disturbances. See
Fig. 5 and Table I for more details on these data sets.
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FIG. 8 (color online). Detection efficiency pdet as a function of
scaled signal amplitude h0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p
for four different semicoherent

statistics: bF , bFþveto, bOð0Þ
SL , and

ð−6ÞbOSGL. Statistical errors are similar
to the size of the symbols. The dashed horizontal line marks the 95%
detection probability level. The panels show: (â) a quiet band, (b̂), (ĉ)
two bands with lines, (d̂) a band with multiple disturbances. See
Fig. 7 and Table II for more details on these data sets.

FIG. 7 (color online). Normalized average SFT power PXðfÞ of
Eq. (63) as a function of frequency f for LIGO H1 (solid) and L1
(dashed) data used in the semicoherent searches. The horizontal
lines mark, for each detector, the threshold PX

thr at pFA;P ¼ 10−9
used in the line prior estimation. The panels show: (â) a quiet band,
(b̂), (ĉ) two bands with lines, (d̂) a band with multiple disturbances.
See Table II for more details on these data sets.
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losses of the pure F -statistic. The line-veto statistic Oð0Þ
SL

performs similarly in case (~b) and yields an improvement
over Fþveto in cases (~c) and (~d). However, these cases show
OSGL to be more robust than either of the simpler vetoes.
Summarizing these results, we see that the line-robust

statisticOSGL consistently shows the best performance over
the different types of data: it is more robust to varying kinds
of disturbances than Fþveto and safer in Gaussian noise
than Oð0Þ

SL .

4. Results for semicoherent statistics

Figure 8 shows the detection efficiency pdet as a function
of h0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p
for the semicoherent statistics over the full data

set. Qualitatively, we find very similar results to the
coherent case of Fig. 6.
For the quiet band, shown in Fig. 8(â), we find that the

simple line-veto bOð0Þ
SL loses a significant fraction of detec-

tion power compared to the semicoherent bF -statistic and tobFþveto, while the line-robust statistic bOSGL does not show
any significant degradation.
In the bands with noise disturbances [Figs. 6ð~bÞ–ð~dÞ], it

is again the bF -statistic which suffers the most. These
examples show the line-robust statistic bOSGL consistently
performing better than bF and as well as or better than eitherbOð0Þ

SL or bFþveto in all the disturbed bands. The largest
improvement is found in the example shown in Fig. 8ðĉÞ,
where the signal amplitude at 95% detection probability is
nearly two times smaller for bOSGL compared to bFþveto.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the standard derivation of the
F -statistic by adding an explicit simple line hypothesis
to the standard Gaussian-noise hypothesis, namely a
CW-signal-like disturbance in a single detector. More work
would be required to deal with coincident disturbances in
multiple detectors.
Using the Bayesian framework we have derived two

new detection statistics: a “line-veto” statistic OSL, which
complements the F -statistic and may be appropriate for the
follow-up of strong outliers, and a new line-robust detec-
tion statistic OSGL, which contains both F and OSL as
limiting cases. We have also generalized both statistics to
semicoherent searches.
The line-robust OSGL requires choosing several prior

parameters. We have found in particular that the perfor-

mance of OSGL is sensitive to F ð0Þ
� , which regulates the

transition scale between F and OSL. This parameter stems
from a rather unphysical prior in the F -statistic derivation
[10], and we could therefore only provide an ad-hoc
empirical prescription for choosing it. Further work to
improve on this prior could also result in increased robust-
ness when the detectors are not equally sensitive.

The remaining parameters are more straightforward to
interpret, as they encode the prior probability of line
artifacts. For these we have tested both an ignorance prior
and a simple adaptive tuning method.
We have tested the detection power of the new statistics

on synthetic candidates, where both signal and noise match
our hypotheses, and on simulated signals injected into
LIGO S5 data. In both cases we have found that, with a
reasonable choice of transition scale, OSGL is consistently
the most robust in the presence of various types of
instrumental artifacts. In particular, it consistently equals
or surpasses the performance of the popular ad-hoc
F -statistic consistency veto, reaching up to a factor of
two improvement in detectable signal strength at 95%
confidence in example ĉ in Fig. 8.
Combined with its close-to-optimal performance in

undisturbed data, this makes OSGL a promising statistic
for analyzing broadband, diverse data sets.
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APPENDIX: EXPECTATION VALUE
OF THE F -STATISTIC UNDER THE

LINE HYPOTHESIS HL

In order to derive the expectation value of the
F -statistic under the hypothesis HL given in Eq. (19),
we consider the more general case of a signal with
detector-dependent amplitude parameters Aμ

X. The signal
case corresponds to Aμ

X ¼ Aμ for all X, while the line
hypothesis corresponds to Aμ

X ¼ Aμ
YδXY , with Y denoting

the detector containing the instrumental line. By using the
factorization of Eq. (6), we can express the data in the
general case as

xX ¼ nX þAα
Xh

X
α ; (A1)

with no automatic summation over repeated detector
indices X;X0;…. Hence, the projections of Eq. (9) for
detector X read as

xXμ ≡ hxXjhXμ i ¼ nXμ þAα
XM

X
αμ; (A2)
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where we define nXμ ≡ hnXjhXμ i, and from Eq. (3) we have

xμ ¼
X
X

xXμ ; and Mμν ¼
X
X

MX
μν: (A3)

The expectation value of the F -statistic of Eq. (13) can
therefore be written as

E½2F � ¼ MμνE½xμxν�; (A4)

where

E½xμxν� ¼
X
XX0

E½xXμ xX0
ν �

¼ Mμν þ
X
XX0

Aα
XM

X
αμMX0

νβA
β
X0 ; (A5)

using the noise expectation values E½nXμ nX0
ν � ¼ MX

μνδ
XX0

for uncorrelated noise between detectors, and E½nXμ � ¼ 0,
assuming zero-mean noise nX.
Given that MμνMμν ¼ 4, we obtain the general result

for the expectation value of the F -statistic:

E½2F � ¼ 4þMμν
X
XX0

Aα
XM

X
αμMX0

νβA
β
X0 : (A6)

A CW signal has consistent amplitudes in all detectors,
i.e., Aα

X ¼ Aα, and this leads to the well-known result for
E½2F � in terms of the signal SNR ρS:

E½2F �HS
¼ 4þ ρ2S; with ρ2S ¼ AμMμνAν: (A7)

Under the line hypothesis HL, i.e., A
μ
X ¼ Aμ

YδXY , we find

E½2F �HL
¼ 4þMμνAα

YM
Y
αμMY

νβA
β
Y: (A8)

In the special case of all detectors having identical
antenna-pattern matrices, i.e., MX

μν ¼ MY
μν, we have

Mμν ¼ NdetMY
μν, and therefore Mμν ¼ 1

Ndet
Mμν

Y . This
results in

E½2F �HL
¼ 4þ 1

Ndet
ρ2L; (A9)

with

ρ2L ≡Aμ
YM

Y
μνAν

Y; (A10)

defining the (single-IFO) “line SNR” in detector Y.
The scaling of Eq. (A9) should still approximately
hold for detectors with not-too-different antenna-pattern
matrices MX

μν.
This result shows that a CW-like disturbance with SNR

ρL in a single detector is not completely suppressed in the
multidetector F -statistic, but is only reduced to an effective
multidetector SNR of approximately ρL=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ndet

p
.
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